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From 1789 to today, the most comprehensive archive of congressional publications
Travel back through time with House and Senate documents covering the transformation of America,
from the nation’s early years through its development into a world power. Read original reports on
wars, space exploration, terrorism, human rights and other topics critical to research in disciplines like
political science, history, law and related areas.
With digital access to full-text government documents and other research materials, your library
can save thousands of feet of shelf space and hours of time for patrons seeking congressional
information. ProQuest Congressional Collections include PDF images of every document, powerfully
indexed and cross-searchable with other ProQuest content in your collection.
Explore the only electronic source of congressional publications covering the full sweep of U.S.
history, from 1789 to today.

Congressional Basic with Historic Indexes and
Statutes at Large
The only sources for a complete bibliographic record of
1789-present of House and Senate reports and documents
and Committee hearings and prints, with harmonized
subject indexing and selected full text. Congressional Basic
offers bill tracking from 1989-present, Statutes at Large/
Public Laws from 1789-present, and Member records. The
collection includes Congressional Daily Record full text from
1985-present, GAO reports with PDFs from 2004-present
and transcripts of selected hearings, including transcripts
for new hearings for which the official hearing has not yet
been published. Congress in Context provides users with
background information on the partisan division of each
Congress, as well as economic conditions, events
and major laws.

Congressional Hearings Digital Collection
The collection includes Congressional committee oversight
and investigative hearings on the issues of the day. Witness
testimony offers differing views, including perspectives of
administration officials, experts, representatives of business
and labor, advocacy organizations and ordinary citizens.
• Collection A (1824-1979) includes published and
unpublished hearings
• Collection B (1980-2003)
• Collection C (2004-2010)
• Unpublished Hearings Collection A (House 1973-1979)
• Unpublished Hearings Collection B (House 1980,
Senate 1985-1990)
• Unpublished Hearings Collection C (House 1981-1982,
Senate 1991-1992)
Subscription and Perpetual Archive License (PAL) options
available for 2011-2020

ProQuest Congressional is valuable for
researchers, students and teachers interested
in U.S. history, government, and politics

Congressional Research Digital Collection
Learn what was important to policymakers through the years
with this unique combination of Congressional Research
Service Reports and Committee Prints and miscellaneous
congressional publications, including reports of CBO,
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, and
partisan policy committees.
• Collection A (1830-2003)
• Collection B (2004-2010)
Subscription and PAL options available 2011-2020

Congressional Record Permanent Digital Collection
Considered one of the most important historical collections of
documents and a key primary source in the study of American
social, political, economic and foreign policies.
• Collection A (1789-1997)
• Annals of Congress (1789-1824)
• Register of Debates (1824-1837)
• Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
• Congressional Record (1874-1997)
• Collection B (1998-2001)
• Collection C (2002-2005)
• Collection D (2006-2009)

U.S. Serial Set Digital Collection
A collection of U.S. Government publications compiled under
the directive of Congress that captures every aspect of
American political, social and economic life.
• Serial Set I with American State Papers (1789-1969)
includes searchable illustrations captions and table titles
• Serial Set II Collection Part A (1970-1979)—includes Senate
Executive Documents and Reports (1817-1978)
• Serial Set II Collection Part B (1980-1989)
• Serial Set II Collection Part C (1990-2003)
• Serial Set II Collection Part D (2004-2010)
Subscription and PAL options available 2011-2020

U.S. Serial Set Maps

Regulatory Insight Guidance and Policy

More than 55,000 historic maps (1789-2007) sourced from
the U.S. Serial Set and American State Papers are presented
with extensive cartobibliographic information. More than half
are scanned at high resolution, enabling users to use and
download even the smallest details.

Regulatory guidance is an agency’s statement of policy
or interpretation of a statute or regulation, produced in
many forms, such as memorandums, bulletins, circulars,
manuals and more. Guidance and policy documents inform
agency enforcement decisions and steps organizations and
consumers need to take to comply with regulations, but they
can be hard to find. Guidance documents are issued to restate
the regulation in plainer language, to summarize requirements,
to suggest ways to comply with the new regulation, or to
offer best practices. Now, ProQuest has created the most
comprehensive online archive of Federal agency guidance
and policy documents!

Executive Orders & Presidential Proclamations
More than 104,000 Executive Orders and Presidential
Proclamations, directives, statements, pardons, and other
content documents Presidential exercise of authority from
1789-present.

Executive Branch Documents
A wide array of documents produced by the Federal
government from our nation’s founding through the early
20th century. Topics span business and industry, foreign
trade, navigation, immigration and population, health, causes
of death, religious affiliations, military operations, weather
conditions and more.
• 1789-1932
• 1933-1939
• 1940-1942

• 1943-1945
• 1946-1948
• 1949-1952

Digital U.S. Bills and Resolutions
No other online database offers one place to go for the full text
of all versions of all U.S. public and private bills and resolutions
from 1789-present, including hand-written bills from the earliest
Congresses. Access bill profiles pulling together all versions of
a bill or search bill text by version or sponsor.
• 1789-2013
Subscription and PAL options available 2014-2020

Legislative Insight
A companion to Regulatory Insight and Supreme Court Insight,
this Federal legislative history service includes thoroughly
researched compilations of U.S. public laws. No other service
includes a large number of legislative histories compiled to
a standard. Includes direct links for entitled customers to
histories in Regulatory Insight and related Supreme Court
cases. Important for legal researchers interested in legislative
intent, as well as researchers, students and teachers interested
in U.S. history, government, and politics.
• Part A – 1929-2012 – 18,000 histories
• Part B – 1789-1960 – 9,000 histories
Subscription and PAL options available for 2013-2020

Regulatory Insight
A companion to Legislative Insight and Supreme Court Insight,
Regulatory Insight offers unique features and functionality
to work with Federal Register (FR) and Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) content. FR articles are compiled by human
editors into regulatory histories associated with Public Laws
and Executive Orders. Includes direct links to histories in
Legislative Insight and related Supreme Court cases for
entitled customers.
• 1936-2016
Subscription and PAL options available for 2017-2020

Regulatory Insight Historic Rules and Guidance
Historic Rule and Guidance is a collection of historic rules
and guidance and policy documents, most issued prior to
1936 when the Federal Register was first published. Includes
new regulatory histories associated with public laws and
Executive Orders, compiled by professional researchers who
identify the content, read carefully to determine if the content
contains a rule or guidance, and determine the relationship
between content and content authority. Records for historic
rules located within larger documents include page number(s)
identifying where the rule is located.

Supreme Court Insight
A companion to Legislative Insight and Regulatory Insight,
Supreme Court Insight offers records and briefs from 1975
to present term with dockets, petition and merit stage briefs
(including amicus curiae briefs), oral arguments, written
transcripts and opinions. Each case is presented on a dynamic
case history page that allows the researcher to work with all
content associated with the case.
• 1975-2016/17 Term
• 1933-1974/75 Term
Subscription and PAL options available from 2017/2018
term-forward

Supreme Court Insight – Certiorari Denied,
Parts 1 & 2
A collection of Supreme Court records and briefs associated
with paid cases the Supreme Court decided not to hear. This
collection may be purchased as a stand-alone collection or as a
fully-integrated module on Supreme Court Insight. The collection
includes dockets and petition stage briefs (including amicus
curiae briefs). The vast majority of petitions to the Supreme
Court are denied and sometimes the Court will continue to
deny petitions on the same topic over a period of time before
a case is finally accepted. Important for researchers interested
in comparing petitions on the same topic in cases heard and
not heard. Research on Cert Denied cases might examine
the petition language, topics, court of origin, role of certain
organizations, attorneys and Justices.
• Part 1, 1997-2017/18 Term
• Part 2, 1975-1996/97 Term
Subscription and PAL options available from 2018/2019
Term-forward

Indian Claims Insight

Historical Statistical Abstract of the United States

Research the history of U.S. Indian claims from 1789-present
through a unique interface. Trace the history of Indian claims
by Indian Nation, geographic location or case docket number.
Includes comprehensive Indian Claims Commission collection
1948-1978, with briefs, docket books, decisions, expert
testimony and oral transcripts. Also offers treaties, maps and
pre- and post- ICC documents, including content from the
Court of Claims.

Digital access to the Statistical Abstract from 1878-2012. The
content is cross-searchable with current Statistical Abstract of
the U.S. and offers Excel, PDF and GIF versions of the tables.
• 1878-1928
• 1929-1969
• 1970-2012

Related U.K. Government Collections
ProQuest U.K. Parliamentary Papers
The preeminent and authoritative collection of the essential primary sources students
need to develop their critical acumen and it supports topics of interest to departments as
varied as History, Geography, Public Policy, International Relations, Social Policy and more.
The collections have grown to include The House of Commons Parliamentary Papers, The
House of Lords Parliamentary Papers and Public Petitions to Parliament. All collections
can be seamlessly searched together, and all are available on the powerful Government
Platform.

House of Commons Parliamentary Papers
Online access to crucial British historical primary source materials from 1688 to the
present day, fundamental to an understanding of current legislation, policymaking and the
political environment. Seamlessly search 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st-century papers with the
Hansard debates.
• 18th Century (1688-1834)
• 19th Century (1801-1900)
• 20th Century (1901-2004)

• 21st Century (2005-2022)
• Module 1: 2005-2010
• Module 2: 2010-2015
• Module 3: 2015-2022

House of Lords Parliamentary Papers
A partnership with the National Library of Scotland creates the first digitized collection
of the 19th-century House of Lords Parliamentary Papers. Covers wide areas of social,
political, economic and foreign policy. Sources indicate the direction and interest of the
Lords previously considered lost to researchers and scholars, from a time when the House
of Lords wielded considerable power.

Public Petitions to Parliament, 1833-1918
This collection in UK Parliamentary Papers brings in the voice of the people and their influence on Parliament during the 19th
century. The materials include Reports of the Select Committee on Public Petitions, dating back to 1833, and are records of every
public petition submitted and accepted by Parliament.

Documents on British Policy Overseas
See beneath the surface of the major events of the 20th century with access to contemporary diplomatic accounts. Follow the
original correspondence that shaped British foreign policy from the origins of the first World War and beyond. Search transcribed
text for tens of thousands of letters, telegrams and reports exchanged between British diplomats overseas and in London.

Better Research. Better Learning. Better Insights
Contact your ProQuest representative for a free trial of any of our products.

proquest.com

To talk to the sales department, contact us at
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
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